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En7rge~e plssma .drifting tow&rd the earth from the pla.am& sheet in the eart.b'e magneto
epbenc tai~ lS termm.ated by an inner boundary (the Allvcn layer). Sheets of jjeld-ellgnod 
cummt. (Bukeland aun:ents> Dow down to the ionosphere from this plasma boundB.JY. The 
mechanism for generating the current il:l essentially that originally proposed by Al!ven in 
11139. A certain .amount o1 charge .eparation develop11 ln the AJfvb layer beeauae the geoeentric 
dnlt palha of 10~ and electro!-1-8 are not coincident within the layer, The charge separation 
prod~cea an electric field that 11 perpendicular to B and iii transmitted along lines of force to 
the ion~here •• Currenta Bow across znagnetic field lines in the ionosphere and along the 
magnetic field lines to the Alfv~ layer. The electric field is reduced by these currents, which 
Jlow to neutraliae the char&e separation. The poaitio.a. or the AJfvh layer ia sueh at to produce 
a cummt th•. that mt.era the ionosphere at auroral latitudea. The Birkeland current nece&
IWY to neutra.lim the AJfven lnyer is calculated to be about 104 am~ which is irufficient to 
produce . the transve.rae magneUc dislurbancee of about 100 T that have been observed by 
satallitea in aW'Oral latitudee; the thieknea of the Alfven layer corresponda to the width of 
the sone of thae traDnene mapetio diatwbaoce& FlnaUy, t.be Birlce1and cummt ii related 
to a larger cutreDt system that includes the DB eurrent system. 

lNTRODtiCl'ION 

Ionospheric currents that coui~le to currents 
.flowing parallel to the local rnagiletio field wc:ro 
first proposed by Birll:dand [Hl08, p. 95 ff.] 
to np}ain the polar elementary substorm (mag
netic-bay disturbance) and other polAr mAgnetfo 
disturbances. Hence, we will call woh field
aligned oummts Birkeland eurreiats. 

Bostram [1967] and Cumming• and Deuler 
[1967] have interpreted the ss.tellite data of 
Zmuda et al. [1966, 1967] as sho1Ring that there 
is & flow of field-aligned current into the auroral 
zone. The data indicate that th1~ CW'rents flow 
almost continuously and take the Corm of fUDDel
ahaped sheets .coming into botb1 northern and 
southern auroral zones. This int1arpretation has 
been discussed by Boatrom [1964], who has 
recently presented an excellent rovi.cw of the 
physics of field-&ligned currents [Bodram, 
1968]. 

While mechanisms have been proposed that 
produce field-aligned currents in localized re
gions [e.g., Fejer, 1961; Bwi/t, 1965; Cumwnoa, 
1966], only the mechanism proposed by .Ufven 
[1939, 1940, 1%0], Martvn [1U51]1 and Kem 
[1962] produce a funnel-shaped,~rrent distri-

bution that is connected to the auroral zones. 
Martyn's mechanism for the field-aligned cur
rent is based c1n a faulty model for the main
pbase ring c11r.rent in which the particle.a circle 
the earth witbout executing cycloidal (trapped 
particle) moti1:m. Kern'e mechanism requirea 
trapped radiafjon to be entirely eonfi:ned to 
auroral-zone .field lines. The mechanism pro
posed by Alfiren. however, is !undamentally 
sound although., as we shall see in the Diacussicn 
section, the current system he proposed ia not 
complete. Alfv6n'a mechanism produces a. cur
rent system dtiven by an electric field induced 
by a o.harge sc1>aration that arises because of the 
different drift paths of ions and electrons mov
iDg in a combined electric Jield and nonuniform 
magnetic field. 

Rocket and satellite tneasurements a! the 
past few yea.rs have developed & physical model 
that. is differe11t from the one U8ed by Alfven. 
In this paper we point out, in a qualitative way, 
bow the presomt-day modal of the magneto
sphere togethEll' with Allven'a basia ideas can 
acco·unt for the aver.age properties of the ob
served fu.nnel-<shaped distribution of Birkeland 
current.a. The fine structure and detailed tim&o
dependent bohavior of the current distribution 
are not explained, 
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~ MOl>J:L 

The mechanism presented here for the genera. 
tion of Birkeland ounente requires organized 
fiow of plasma within .~ magnetosphere, The 
general pattern of large.acale magnetospberic 
circulation originally propored by Axford and 
Hines [1961) ha., received 1JUbst&ntial experi
mental and theoretie&l support (e.g., see Brice 
(1967]; Free1114n [1968]; Freeman et al. 
[1968]; Dessler [1968a]; the review paper by 
Obayaahi and Niahida (1968); a.nd the refer· 
encea cited in these papers). The circulation is, 
in our view, driven by merging of magnetic field 
lines in the geomagnetic tail. (The energy source 
for the entire proeese ie, of course, the solar 
wind, which pu~ magnetic energy into the 
system by causing a geomagnetic tail to be 

SDUR 
WIND 

IOI SIDCI 

Fig. 1. Sketch of pluma How in the ~uatorial 
pla.ne as seen from above the North Pols during 
& magnetically disturbed period. The plasma. flo)Vll 
from the tail through the magnetollphere, the flow 
pattern boing llcewed by tho eloctrie field pro. 
duced by the corotatiOJ.1' of the plaamasphere with 
the earth. Thia flow pattern . is eeaentially that 
given. by Bries {1967]. The principal modification 
is t.Mt the inJlowing plasma ill turned away from 
the e&rth before it reaehee the plaamapauae [Free
mM and MOl,luire, 196'1]. The width. sharpnel!S, 
a.nd location of the Alfven layer is a complex func
tion or ionospheric conduotirity, energy spectra, 
plasma aheet particles, aud msgnetospherio elec
tric flelde, a.11 vf which vary with local time. The 
question of whether the pJamna flows out through 
the front of the ma,gnetoepbcre (Dunq-v, 111611 
or back along tho flan.b inside the magnetosphere 
£4.zford and Hmu, 10011 is left umeeolved. The 
Alfvfu layer is fanned along the inner edge of the 
plasma fiow. 

formed. Pan of the magnetic energy destroyed 
by merging of field line3 in the tail appears in 
the large-scale magnetospheric circulation pat
tern.) 

One of the consequences of 11Uch a circulation 
system is an electric .field i.mpr~ across the 
magnetosphere. In the equatorial plane, this 
electric field is directed approximately at right 
angles to the eart.h-6UD lino from the dawn to 
duak side of the magnetosphere, although not 
necessarily extending all the way to the mag· 
netopall$e. The experimenta.l data show that the 
energetic plasma in the geomagnetic tail ia in 
tbe form of a sheet oonfined to the vicinity of 
the magnetic neutral sheet [Bame et al., 1986, 
1967; Bame, 1968; Vaaymmaa, 196Sa]. The 
general circulation pattern ea.uses plasma from 
the plasma sheet to flow toward the earth from 
the tail. As the plBBma gains energy with the 
increasing magnetic field strength, gradient drift 
foroea should beoome importa.ni BO that the 
drift paths of the electrons and protons will 
separate. Above a.nd below the equatorial plane, 
the p~ sheet splits int.o two cusps that 
encircle the inner magnetosphere [VaBJlliUna.r, 
196&]. The plasma Bow around the earth 
shown in Figure 1 and th(! con.figuration in the 
noo'n-midmght meridian shown in p!gure 2 
follow from the above considerations, Freeman 
and Maguire (1967) and Y1JByliu~ [196&] 
have shown that the Alven layer movea toward 
the earth during magnetically disturbed times. 

The problem of a plasma drifting ill Cl'088ed E 
and B fields in the vicinity of a point dipole waa 
treated almost three decades ago by Alfv'n {1939, 
1940]. The results of his calculations of drift 
path.a for elect.rons are shown in Figure 3. Similar 
ealcul&tio.ns have been carried out reoently by 
K(lf)G114gh e4 al. {1968} Cor the case of a more 
realistic magnerosphere with a corotation eleotrio 
field. Their calcul&tions give a fl.ow pattern in 
agreement with Figure I, and the basio findings 
of AH'v~ concerning proton and electron orbit.a 
remain '7&lid. 

IoD.8 and electrons of equal energy drift along 
paths that, to first order, are mirror images as 
reflected along the Y a.xis in Figure 3. Theee 
differing drift paths lead to a ch.arge-separ&tion 
layer along the dipole side of the drift paths. 
We have illustrated this effect in Figure 4 for 
the case of unequal electron and ion energies. 
The asymmetric&I, non&reul&r drift paths for 
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Fig. 2. The plasm& eheet «!Olrllguration in the noon-midnJght meridian (after V GltfliimGa 
[196&1]). The Alfvm layer, at the Inner IW'faeo of tho plum.a tends to form a complete, 
closed abeU around the inner magnetosphere. Ae tbe plaama movea oloaer to the earth during 
mcreui°' mngnetio actiri~. the Allv~n layer moves inward .. shoWD. by the dotted line& 
The Van Allen radiation ia found lnslde the trapping Tegion. 

ions and electrons lead~ in general, to & oharg&
aeparation layer along the earthward boundary 
of the drift paths. It is specifically this aharp. 
aeparation layer that fo1'1D8 the .AHvmi layer. 
The In.agnitude of the chJ.ug&eparation in the 
Alfven layer w, of eo1U'Be, limited by other 
charges within the magnetosphere that move ao 
as to maintain approximate charge neutrality. 

Gl:N1mATION OJ' BlRJtELA.N1> Ctnlmnrra 

The following ia an adaptation of the mecha
nism originally propoeed by Allv~n in 1939 as 
illustrated by Figure 5 !tom bis orlOnal paper. 
For our present purposes, deWls of the drift 
paths of the p1a.sma particJes coming into the 
magnetosphere from the plamna sheet. need not 
be considered; the calculatioDS repr~ by 
Figures 3 and 4, or the mon detailed work of 
KaVGMgh el al. [1968), argue strongly that an 
Alfven layer must develop alcmg the inner edge 
of the drifting plasma as~ normal consequence 
of the cliffeiut drift patha for ions and eloo
trons. 

The charge sepamtion at the Allven layer can 
be of either sign with. either the ions or the 
electrons drifting c1oeer to the dipole. This effect 
is illustra.t.ed in Figure 6 for the ease where the 
electrons have drifted closer to the earth form
ing a sheath of negative charge. This charge can 
be neutralized in one of two ways: (1) The 
electrons can repel each other and discharge into 
the ionosphere, or (2) ions can be brought up 
from the ionosphere. The second method is 
physically the most likely; the electrons are 

energetic c-10- ev), a.nd their mirroring action 
win naiat their being pushed down into the 
ionosphere. The thermal ions in the ionosphere, 
on tho other hand. are mnved upward relatively 
easily to yield charge neutrality. Either method 
of charge neutralisation produces a field-aligned 
current directed away from the earth. U the 
Al!ven layer were to develop a positive charge 
(with ions drifting closer to the earth), many of 
the same ugun:umfB would apply except that 
elootrona would be raised out of the ionosphere 
to neotralize the more energetic positive ions. 
The current in this ease would flow down the 
field lines toward ~ earth. 

The cummt. path should be completed tlm>ugb 
the ionospbore, both out into the neutral plasm!\ 
adjacent to ihe charge sheath and into the DS 
curreni system. As indicated in Figure 6, the 
eurrent is probably once again largely carried 
by ionospheric particles since they are easier 
to move than the mO?e energetic particles that 
have drifted in from the plasma. sheet. 

'The neutralizing currents must Bow even in 
ateady-atate conditions. The thermal electrons 
(or iona) that riee to neutralise the ebl'g'8 
sheath will be swept out of the shes.th by the 
t1'anmmle electric field that brings in the more 
energetic ~eet particles. Since the tbeT~ 
mal puticlea uperienco only electric field drift 
and negligible gradient drift. they will move 
on different drift paths and at ditrerent speeds 
from the energetic particles. The distn'bution of 
currenl within the Allv6n layer will depend in 
a complex way on the energy spectra of the ions 
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Fig. 3. Drift paths of electrons in the equa,.. 
torial plane of & magnetic dipole with a llUper
impoacd unifurm field and a. perpendicular electric 
field [.dlJu.in, 1939; Al/vm and Fiiltham1Mr (Fig. 
2.10, p. 56), 10031. L is the scale of t.he ftow 
pattern and ill proportional to the fourth root of 
the particle energy. The drift path for iom of the 
same energy would be the mirror image re:fleeted 
along the Y axis. Rotation of the dipole and the 
attendant problelll11 ol coroiAtion wet'6 not con
aidend. The uymmctrical drift patha for ion.a and 
electrons leads to a charglHleJ)aration layer near 
the dipole where particles of opposite sign are 
eeparated by the drift motion. This charge aepara.
tion layer ia called the AlCva layer. AJlrin pro
poeed that field-aligned current. would tJow from 
this layer into the iona.phere (eee Figure 5). 
Although certain detaila in thia figure must. be 
changed to be consistent with the mn.gnetoaphcrio 
mode1 used here (e.g., tho olectrio field 'ROlor 
ahould be reversed and other field-aligned cur
renh! are pl'E'.llent) the buio phymcal prooem lead
ing to a charge-eepanr.tiou layer remai1l9 u pro
poeed by Alfv~n. 

and electrons from the plasma sheet and from 
the ionosphere. Furthermore, time variations in 
the electric field or the partiele spectra will 
create complex .structure within the .Alf'dn 
layer. The resulting Birkeland currents will 
show corresponding .structure in both space and 
time. For example, when the Allv~n layer moves 
inmrd into the plamm trough, transient clectric 
fields aligned parallcl to the magnetic field 
should be created. At web times, especially 

intense Dirkeland current.a would be generated. 
We will first evllluate the thickness of the 

layer and show that it is consistent with the 
width of the auroral region of transverse mag
netic disturbances as observed by Zmuda et a/,, 

(1966, 1967]. The current n~ry to neu
tralize the unbalanced charge is then evaluated 
and is found to be sufficient to produce the 
obaerved amplitude of the transverse magnetic 
disturbances. 

Th• tJUelcnm of tM Alfven laver. The 
Alfven layer is taken to be the region where the 
convection of plasma. tends to produce an un-

NET NEGATIVE 
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Fig. 4, lnnennoat drift pa.tbs of proto~ and 
electron.& moving . in a dipole magnetic field with I' 
mperimpoeed uniform field and a perpendicul&r 
loct.rio field shown for the caeo where tho protons 

bav:e three timee the cergy of the iona. J~ ia a 
partial ring current set up within the Alfvi!in layer 
by gradient drift. motion. This configuration illU&
tratee the n:aulta of the flow of plaama lllll1wani 
from the geomagnetic tail. ln this illustration, 
most of the inner edge of the Alfven layer baa a. 
net neptive charge; a. net positive charge sh.ould 
accumulate on the dtu1k aide of the earth. This 
eonfigur&tion iporee cbarge-cepa.ration and corota.
tion electric ftelde. The deviation from charge 
neutzality in the shaded areas is very elight be
cauae other charges within the magnetosphere 
move eo u to maintain charge neutrality. The 
neutralisation cannot be complete, even in et.eady
atate condilioDB. The .flow of neutzalizi.ng charge 
produce1 the field-aligned currenta. 
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Fig. 5. 'The diach11orge nlong the magnetic Jines of force between the equatori11,l plane and 
the auroral zones' [A1jven (Fig. u, p. 16)) 1939]. The Teader ebould note t.hs.t the over-all 
current syatem1 as shown in Figure 8, cannot be obtained by simple neutralization of the 
Alfv~ !Ayer. 

balanced charge. Its thleknese depends prin
cipally on the conductivity of the ionosphere 
and the spread of energies of the particles that 
form the plasm& meet. The thickness of the 
Alfven layer iii easily calculated for two limiting 
cases: (1) a highly conducting ionosphere and 
(2) an insulating ionosphere. We will assume, 
for simplicity, that the electron and ion energy 
spectra are very narrow (i.e., nearly mono
energetio). The boundary condition of & highly 
conducting ionosphere allows sufficient current 
to flow so that charge neutraIUation of the 
Allven layer is essentially complete. For this 
case, the electric field associated with the par
ticle drift motion is not significantly modified 
by the Alfven layer. Figure 4 may be taken as 
an illustration of the results o! a typioal cal~ 
tion for the case where charge neutralization of 
the Alfven layer by the ionosphere is complete; 
the maximum thickness for this arbitrary choice 
of particle energiea is about 5 R •. For the second 
case of an insulating ionosphere, intense charge 
separation fields (of aboui 10 v/m) prevent the 
thickness from growing much beyond a cyclo
tron radius or a. Debye length [Kamon, 1963; 
Helmer, 1963; and Block, 1966]. That is, the 
electric field arising from charge separation in 
the Alfv6n layer quickly builds up to the point 
that the particle drift paths are modified, and 
further charge separation is severely inhibited. 

The true situation iB, of course, intermediate 
between these two extremes. While we do not 
solve here the complete, selI-consistCDt form of 

the drift paths, we can show that the eleetrio 
field from charge separation does not com· 
pletely dominate the electric-field pattern in the 
Alfven layer. The electric field perpendicular to 
tho magnetic 1ield in the auroral·zone ionosphere 
has been shown to be ,....10 mv/m [e.g., see 
Foppl et al., 1968]. This electric field, when con
ducted along field lines into the equatorial 
plane, is reduced to 0.3 mv/m. (The decrease 
in electric field strength is such u to keep the 
potential difTerenee between field lines constant.) 

. ...___ 
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Fig. 6. An electron .eheath developed at the 
inner edge of the .AHv&n layer. The charge eepa.ra
tion aii.s8 beoal18e of the different drilt patha for 
ions and electrom in the Alfven layer. In Bteady
state conditions a cummt J must flow down the 
IUgnetio field linea to the ionosphere. Particles for 
t.bo oeutralisirig current should come out of the 
ionosphere (indicated aa ~ fons and rr electrons). 
The current loop can close either into the neutral 
plasma as .ehown or into the DB <ll.lrrent. eyat.em u 
schemat.ically ebown in Figure 8. 
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This electric field strength is approximately increases to between 4° and 6~ for Kp ~ 4 
equal to that associated with the IJ).11.gnetospberic [Zmuda et al.., 1966). However, latitudi.nal 
convection [cf., Brice, 1967; V~liunas; 1968b]. widths 11.11 flll1.811as24 km or ~0 latitude have 
Observation of stronger electric fields (-100 been observed (A. 1. Zmuda, personal com
mv /m) during' auroral events is likely to be munication). In a dipole field the latitudinal 
associated with stronger convection ~lectric width dA between two magnetic shells is re
ficlds. The.fofore, the electric field in the Alfven lated to their equatorial width dL by dL ::::; 
layer due to charge separation modifies the pure 2L tanAdA. For L ::::: 6, this reduces to dL = 
convection electric field but. does not completely dA/l; while for L = 10, dL = dA, where L 
dominate it. The particle orbits will be per- is in ea.rth radii and dA is in degrees. On this 
t\trbed from those shown in Figure 4, but not basis, the 2 R. width of the Alfven layer corre
to the extent shown in the calculations of Karl- sponda to auroral zone widths ol 2° to 4°, 
6M [1963], Helmer {1963], and Block [1966]. values that are in general agreement with the 
The thicknes<i of the Alfven layer should be only width of the region of transverse magnetic dis-
somewhat lesa than illustrated in Figure 4. turbancea. 

In S\IIIlIIUU'Y, the thickness of the Alfven A more precise evaluation can be made using 
layer is theoretieally determined for monoener- the geomagnetic field configuration illustrated 
getic electrons and ions to be between 10' meters in Figure 1 [&hield, 1968]. The 2° separation 
for zero iocospberio conductivity and several between the 66° and 68° or 68" a.nd 70° field 
earth radii for high ionospheric conductivity. tinea mape onto An equatorial separation of 2 R. 
For realistic ionospheric conductivities and in the midnight meridian. In the noon meridian, 
breadth of particle spectra, an Alfven layer tho 4° separation between the 72" and 76° field 
about 2 R. thick at its thickest point would lines maps onto an equatorial separation of 1 
seem a reasonable estimAte. R ... Thus, the correspondence of these widths i.a 

The width of the Alfven layer should map in fairly good agreement with the expected 
onto the width of the region ol tra.nsverse mag- width of the AHven layer. 
netic disturbances discussed previously. The The magtutude of the Birkeland currffi. We 
average width of the latter region is 3" to 4" can easily estimate the steady-state current from 
latitude during magnetically quiet times and the rate at which plasma flows in from the tail. 

It • 11 ll 

Fig. 7. A model of the con.figural.ion of the geomagnetic field in the noon-midojght merid-· 
iB.11 plan.e CBhiold, 1968]. Thia configuration inaludee the quietrday ring OWTCJ:J field and a 
realistic tail field of lo "'1· Thie model predicts that the auroral-.sone field llnee do not map 
onto either the neutral ebeet or the 11\lrface of the magnetosphere but are buried deep within 
the magnetosphere. However, the inner edge of the plum.a eheet, located at 10 to 13 R. 
lV<U11liuna.r, 1968a], doea appear to be coincident. with magnetic field linea that map onto the 
auroral wQea, 
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If we aarume an electric potential dllJerence 
across the tail of ,...50 kev [Brice, 1967), a.n 
inward flow speed or 12 .Ian/sec results at about 
20 R •. At this distance, the plasma. sheet is 
about 8 R. thick, .ro R. wide, and contains of 
the order of 1 electron/cm" [Bame et al., 1967; 
V aayliUMa, l 968a]. This leads to & tot.al inward 
electron (a.nd ion) flux of 10- electrons (and 
ion.s)/sec entering the magnetosphere. If we 
provisionally aasume that 10% of these par. 
tides end up in the Alfven. layer, a total Birke
land current of about 2 x IO' amperes flows 
into the auroral zone. 

The magnitude of the Birkeland current ma.y 
be estimated more quantitatively as follows: 
The Birkeland curreJlt is determined by the rate 
at which the low-energy neutralising plasma is 
swept out of the Alfv6n layer. At the thickest 
pa.rt of the Alfven layer (the dusk meridian in 
Figure 4), the electric-field drift of the neu~ 
t.r&li2ing plum& is perpendicular to a magnetic 
lune with an area of the order of (LdL)R." 
where L is tho equAtorial crossing distance of 
the lune. (A magnetic June is & surface perpen· 
dicUlar to & magnetic shell and bounded by two 
magnetic field liDes.) Gradient drifts are not 
important for the neutraliziDg plasma because 
of its low energy, The product of the ate.a of 
the lune, the charge denaity of tho neutralizing 
pl.asma. (equal to the eharge density of the ener~ 
getio plasma.-e.heet particlea in. the Atfv~ layer), 
and the electri~tleld drift speed gives roughly 
the total current o1 neutralizing plasma being 
lost from the Alfrin layer. The drift speed is of 
the order of E/B where B is the magnitude of 
the convection eleatric field. The total current 
J • necessary to supply the neutralisation 
charge in the Alfven layer is, therefore, I. = 
neBL'll/dL/B., where B, is the geomagnetic 
field strength at the earth's equator. For B, = 
~ X 10'4 w/m, B = 0.3 mv/m, and dL = 2, the 
total current is about 10" amps for fl = l/cin' 
and L = 10; the eumnt is about 4 X 10' &mll6 
for n = 10/em' and L = 6. Thus, both methods 
yield total eummta in order of magnitude agree
ment with that deduced by <Jvmmi11f1• and 
Deuler [1007] Crom satellit.e data.. 

The magnotio field produced by a cummt 
sheet for most simple geometriee is of the order 
of AB ,_ pJ. where ;. is the auroral-sone 
Birkela.nd..cummt deDBity. If we assume the 
Birkeland current ie distributM UDiformly 

Around the auroral zone, the sheet current den
sity is ;. == J./?nrR.coe'A. amp/m where >. ia 
the magnetic latitude, and ti.13 ,...; µ.l ../Zn-Rae08A. 
For J • ::: 10' amperes and .A = 70°, we find 
that t:..B - 10" y. 

DmcussioN 

The merging oI magnetic field lines across the 
neutra.l shoot in the geomagnetic t&il causes a 
flow of plasma toward the earth, as firm sug
gested by Dungey [1961]. This tlow .can be 
regarded as a sort of ~etospheric wind. The 
earth and its surrounding ionosphere and co
rot&ting plasmasphere represents a conducting 
obstaele to the pla!!ma flow. The electric field 
induced by the plaetna tlow causes large-scale, 
field-aligned currents to flow into and out of 
the ionosphere and a DS current system to flow 
within the ionosphere. (These large-se&le, tieJd
aligned current. &re generated by basically the 
s&me mechanism that e&\1Se8 & current to flow 
when tho solar wind mike.a a. conducting object 
[cf., Dusler, 19686].) These field-aligned cur
rents (actually, body curmit.s induced by the 
ma.gnetospberio wind) flow into and out of large 
areas oovering the centers of the DS current.. 
system loops. The necessity for such field
allgned currents has been discussed by V ~
liunaa [196&]. 

The AUven mechanism for generating field
&l.igned currents mAy alternately be regarded as 
similar to that of partial ring currents, which 
generate :field-aligned currents by the charge 
sepa.ration arising from gradient-drift. motion 
[cf., Cummin(ll, 1966]. In fact, one might con
sider the AlfvU. layer u a. partial ring current 
thst acts to modulate and localize the large. 
scale field-aligned eurrent produced by the mag
netospherio wind. This process ia illuBtra.ted in 
Figure 8. Note that the polarization electric 
field B? tenda to eancel the general magneto
spherio electric field B, thus stahililing the 
.Alfven layer on the night lid& so that a reJa,
tively th.in, well-defined layer iB maintained. On 
the day side, the net electric field tends to sweep 
the Alfven layer away from the earth and out 
of the magnetosphere. Therefore the Alfrin 
layer on the day side should be thicker and 1em 
well-defined. 

As shown in Figure 8, there should be a gap 
in the Birkeland current structure on the day 
side. The local time of this pp will be dis-
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Fig. 8. Schemstic eke.I.ch !bowing relationship between BirbJand cummt.e, .Alfv~n layer, 
and DB current syetem. J. is a broad, field-aligned current generated by the convection electric 
field B. Thil oummt Jlowa into and out of the DB ourreDt 11Yet.em loops [see Viuvlitmat, 
1968o). J, ii the Pedereon. current UJOOiated w:iLh the DS current IG'Btem. J. is the Birkcla.nd 
current, and J, le the ring current. component. of the Alfv6n layer. E, is the polarisation eleo
trio field generated by the charge eeparntion in the A.llven la.yer. Thia field is not strong 
enough to completely cancel the convection field E. · 

placed from the indfoated noon position (prob
ably toward earlier hours) by asymmetries in
troduced by the DS current system. 

The Birkeland current carries only part of 
the total current discharged into the polar caps 
by the convection electric neld.. However, the 
Birkeland current is more concentrated, and its 
higher current density is more easily de~. 
Also, the Birkeland current exhtoits structure 
that indicate8 closely spaced and oppositely 
directed current flows. Figure 8 should be taken 
to be a schematic diagram showing net current 
flowa. More complex, fin&«We structure is 
evidently superimposed. 

In this paper we have pointed out how the 

A1fvCn layer controls both the mqtlitude of the 
Birkeland current and ita location. The magni~ 
tude and configuration of thia current depends 
on many faeton such aa the energy spectra of 
particles in the Alfven layer, the width of the 
layer, and distortions of the electric field pattern 
from the simple one asrumed here. llowevel', 
the estimates given in this paper show that both 
the current location and the current strength 
necessary to produce the tra.nsverae magnetic 
fluctuations observed by Zmuda et al. [1966, 
1967] a.re consistent witb the concept of an 
Alfven layer. Additional study is required to 
make this description more complete and to 
le.am what role the Al!ven layer and Birkeland 
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eurrents play in other auroral-zone and polar
cap phenomena. 
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